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Languages are not uniform and certain words are used di�erently by speakers of di�erent languages more or less often, or with
distinct meanings. In both linguistics and natural language processing (NLP) problems, the classi�cation that groups together
verbs and a collection of similar syntactic and semantic features are of great interest. In the modern era of science and technology,
NLP technology is developing rapidly. However, the interpretation of index lines still needs to be realized manually. �is method
takes a long time, especially after entering the era of big data, the number of corpora has increased rapidly and it is normal to have
a corpus with hundreds of millions of words. �e quantity of text generated every day is increasing intensely and the word index
based on search words is as high as tens of thousands of lines, so it is very di�cult to analyze index lines manually. Automatic
lexical knowledge acquisition is essential for a variety of NLP activities. Particularly knowledge about verbs is critical, which are
the major source of relationship information in a sentence. Due to this issue, this study attempts to automatically identify and
extract English verbs by index line clustering. Each index behavior can be regarded as microtext automatic clustering to realize the
automatic identi�cation and extraction of English verb forms. �is study �rst focuses on the clustering index algorithm including
the C-means clustering algorithm and fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm, then describes in detail the automatic recognition and
extraction process of English verbs based on index line clustering, and creates a veri�cation set and completes the index line
clustering of English verbs. Finally, the e�ect of index line algorithm is analyzed from two aspects: automatic recognition of
English verb types and recall rate. At the same time, the verbs are selected to analyze their types and judge the probability of each
type. �e experimental results show that the average recognition rate of English verbs in the manual classi�cation is 91.01%, and
the average accuracy of automatic recognition and extraction of English verb patterns based on index row clustering is 95.99%.

1. Introduction

Verbs in every language may be classi�ed into semantic
classes that share similar aspects of meaning. �e semantics
of a verb at least partially controls its syntactic behavior and
is widely known in linguistics [1]. Verbs can be semantically
categorized based on their syntactic alternation behavior in
subcategory frames and their argument selection preferences
inside those frames. Automatic lexical knowledge acquisi-
tion is essential for a variety of NLP activities. Knowledge of
verbs, which are the main source of relational information in
a sentence, is particularly critical [2]. NLP is a branch of AI
that allows machines to interpret human speech. NLP

integrates linguistic and information science to study the
principles and structure of the language and build expert
systems capable of reading, analyzing, and extracting in-
formation from the text and voice (using machine learning
(ML) and NLP algorithms). In NLP, automated identi�ca-
tion and correction of grammar, spelling, word order, and
punctuation errors discovered in English text written by
non-native language learners are essential [3]. Due to a large
amount of language vocabulary, the complexity of gram-
matical rules, the ambiguity of semantics, and the ambiguity
of speech are the only ways to enhance language processing
and recognition and employ computer programming
technology to examine and investigate these challenges [4].
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(ere are currently three techniques for correcting
grammatical errors: the first is a rule-based method, which
formulates particular error correction rules to fix certain sorts
of errors, which depends on the quality of the rules and it can
only change certain types of errors. (e second method is
based on statistics, and it extracts text characteristics from
associated information in words, models, and language and
then selects applicable statistical models to fix text problems.
(e third method is a depth-based strategy that uses word
vector representation to build a deep neural network that
corrects text mistakes from beginning to end, and it is inde-
pendent of error kind [5]. Semantic verb classes generalize
semantic qualities across verbs, capturing substantial quantities
of verb meaning without describing the distinctive specifics for
each verb. (e classes belong to a general semantic level, and
the idiosyncratic lexical semantic properties of a verb are either
included to the class description or left unspecified [6].

With the development of globalization, the relationship
between China and other countries has become increasingly
close. Our country gives great importance to English edu-
cation for students. (ere are a large number of English verb
patterns in the process of English teaching and teachers
cannot list them all in the process of teaching. It is difficult and
inefficient to interpret English verb patterns manually, which
makes it impossible for students to master more English verb
contents [7]. To solve this problem, this study uses the index
row clustering method as a mini-text for each index behavior
to complete the clustering operation. Indexed row clustering
allows you to quickly process large datasets and tag English
verb patterns based on a list of existing styles that match text
strings in the corpus [8]. (e corpus-based research is one of
the most fundamental transformations in modern linguistics.
A corpus is a systematic collection of real texts saved elec-
tronically that may be utilized to uncover language infor-
mation [9]. (e feasibility and necessity of automatic
recognition of English verb patterns are strong such as the
patterns can be accurately described, can reduce the confusion
of language users, and can help them to use English verb
patterns more accurately [10, 11].

(e main contributions in this research process are as
follows: (1) detailed description of the clustering index al-
gorithm used in this study including the C-means clustering
algorithm and fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm, which
are the basis of this study. (2) Focus on the automatic
recognition and extraction of English verb patterns based on
index row clustering, create a verification set of English
verbs, establish index row clustering, introduce the algo-
rithm process of extracting patterns, and complete the ex-
traction of English verb patterns according to this process.

(e rest of the article is structured as follows: Section 2
illustrates the related work, Section 3 demonstrates the ma-
terials and methods, and Section 4 represents the results and
discussion. (e research study is finally concluded in Section
5.

2. Related Work

Nowadays, the study of English patterns has become a major
topic due to the rapid development of English corpus

linguistics [12]. (e term “corpus” is derived from the Latin
word “corpus,” which means “body.” It could be used to
refer to any written or spoken information. But in current
linguistics, this phrase refers to vast collections of texts that
provide a sample of a given variety or usage of languages and
are supplied in machine-readable format [13]. Arai et al. [14]
summarized and analyzed thousands of English forms such
as English nouns, English verbs, and adjectives and sorted
out the concept, recognition standard, type relationship, and
significance of English forms. S. Liu and W. Liu developed a
classification-based fundamental model for English gram-
mar error correction, assessed the classification and trans-
lation models for English grammar error correction, and
presented an English grammar error correction algorithm
based on the classification model [4]. Megariani et al.
proposed that the components of phrase word bits include
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and complement components. (e
word bits of the phrase are called patterns [15]. Balakrishnan
et al. [16] used the Bank of English corpus to summarize and
analyze the valence patterns of 274 nouns, 511 verbs, and 544
adjectives in English and pointed out that the element code
similarity in English coding method and pattern grammar is
high. However, English patterns should describe all objects
exhaustively and abstract summarizes all patterns of various
parts of speech.

A unique approach for automated thesaurus creation has
been presented by Bourigault and Jacquemin It is based on
the employment of two tools in combination: (1) a word
extraction tool that extracts term candidates from tagged
corpora using a shallow grammar of noun phrases and (2) a
term clustering tool that clusters syntactic variations (in-
sertions) [17]. Newman et al. proposed a word segmentation
model based on the Dirichlet process (DP), in which
multiword segments are either retrieved from a cache or
newly generated [18]. It is an unsupervised approach for
detecting index terms in a document collection as well as key
terms for a single document. Wu et al. [19] used the chain
parser method combined with the type grammar method to
automatically analyze learners’ language type errors. Nai-
smith et al. proposed that at least 100 million word-level
corpora should be used to better find English patterns. (e
content of corpus inventory is small, and a large number of
language phenomena can be committed [20]. Smith et al.
summarized and analyzed the interpretation of index lines
based on the extended meaning unit method, forming a
complete system analysis concept [21]. Chen first tried to
automatically identify English verb patterns and match the
strings with the text in the corpus based on the current list of
existing patterns, so as to complete the verb pattern marking
[22].

Zhou et al. proposed that English linguistics is a complex
subject, unifying the specification and integration of various
types of corpora, strengthening English linguistics, and
expanding the translation range and oral application range
of English corpora [23]. Ağçam refers to the academic oral
corpus of the University of Michigan, compares the dif-
ferences in the expression patterns of cognitive position
markers in Chinese and foreign academic English with three
types of cognitive position markers such as adverbs, verbs,
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and adjectives, analyzes the factors that the total frequency of
cognitive position markers is higher than that of native
speakers in the process of academic oral communication,
and analyzes the disadvantages of fuzzy adverbs [24]. Shei
et al. start from corpus driven, organically combine valence
grammar and type grammar to analyze the valence system,
better retain the part of speech and words in type grammar,
and strengthen the sentence function of valence grammar
[25]. Xiao compared the given corpus in the native English
corpus with that in China’s spoken English corpus. (e
purpose is to find out the lexical pattern characteristics of the
virtualized verb give in different spoken styles that students
can summarize the lexical pattern errors of the given vir-
tualized verb [26].

2.1. Natural Language Processing (NLP). NLP is a subfield of
AI that aims to teach computers how to read the text and
spoken words in the same way that people do [27]. NLP
integrates statistical, ML, and DL algorithms with compu-
tational linguistics rule-based modeling of human language.
When these technologies are used combined, computers can
analyze human language in the form of text or speech data
and “understand” its whole meaning, including the goal and
emotion of the speaker or writer [28]. Natural language
processing (NLP) is used to enable computer programmers
that translate text from one language to another, respond to
spoken requests, and quickly summarize massive amounts of
text in real time. It allows machines to analyze and un-
derstand human language, so that they may execute re-
petitive jobs automatically [29]. Machine translation,
summarization, ticket categorization, and word check are
some examples of NLP. (e NLP main concept is shown in
Figure 1.

2.2. Corpus Linguistics. (e Latin term “corpus,” which
means “body,” is the source of the term “corpus.” It can refer
to any type of written or spoken information. However, in
current linguistics, this word refers to massive collections of
texts that are given in computer understandable format and
constitute a sample of a certain variety or usage of languages
[30]. Corpus linguistics is the scientific study of language
based on enormous collections of “real-world” language
usage stored in corpora, which are computerized databases
dedicated to linguistic research. Corpus-based research is
another name for it. Corpus linguistics is viewed as a re-
search tool or technique by some linguists, but it is viewed as
a separate science or theory by others. Corpus linguistics is
the study and construction of a collection of spoken and
written texts as a piece of data for understanding the nature,
organization, and usage of languages. (is method fre-
quently provides a quantitative layer to language descrip-
tions by including statistics on the probability of linguistic
items or processes happening in various situations [4].
Corpora are available in a range of sizes and styles; however,
the majority are now digital, with specially designed com-
puter applications to aid study. Annotations of grammatical
groups and functions are common in corpora. Figure 2
shows the three core areas of the corpus.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Clustering-Based Indexing Algorithm. (e C-means
clustering algorithm can complete the processing of large
datasets and has a fast iteration speed. (e disadvantage of
C-means clustering algorithm is that the number of clusters
must be set ahead of time, and the clustering effect is related
to the order of initial events and the clustering process,
which does not conform to the basic characteristics of image
database. (e fuzzy C-mean algorithm uses pseudo-random
numbers to generate initial class centers, which results in a
lack of stability in the clustering effect. In this study, an
improved fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm is used to
retrieve English verb patterns. (is algorithm effectively
handles the clustering problem of selecting initial values as
well as the functions of splitting, deleting, merging, and
inserting. English verb patterns data can be clustered and the
retrieval time will not increase linearly with the increase of
English verb patterns in the corpus, which greatly improves
the retrieval efficiency.

(e basic idea of clustering algorithm is that if “Q”
represents the number of images in the image library, “K”
represents the number of clusters, and “N” represents the
dimension of the eigenvectors, it makes English corpus
N-dimensional eigenvectors. (e main components of
clustering technology are data representation model/text,
computing similarity, clustering model, and clustering al-
gorithm. (e basic process of categorizing English verb
patterns into text or using them in documents is as follows:

(1) Text Feature Representation. It includes the suffix
tree model and vector space model.

(2) Text Feature Dimension Reduction. (ere is mainly a
conceptual index, implicit semantic analysis, non-
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negative matrix decomposition, and random
projection.

(3) Compute Text Similarity. It includes Manhattan
distance, Euclidean distance, Minkowski distance,
cosine distance, weighted Euclidean distance, and
correlation coefficient.

(4) Assess the Quality of Clustering. It includes mea-
surement characteristics, direction, purity, and
overall similarity.

(5) Text Clustering. It includes the K-means algorithm
and its improved algorithm, PDDP algorithm, BK-
means algorithm, competitive learning clustering,
and hierarchical clustering. Figure 3 shows the
clustering process.

3.1.1. C-Mean Clustering Algorithm. C-means clustering
algorithm needs continuous iteration and adjustment of “K”
clustering centroids. (e basic principle of this method is to
minimize the distance within the class that is the compre-
hensive distance length between each kind of sample and the
centroid, adjust K clustering centroids Ck, and then allocate
samples to the nearest centroid category [31]. (e process of
C-means clustering algorithm is as follows:

(1) Clarify the Initial Clustering. Assuming “K” is the
number of initial clusters, “K” feature vectors in the
corpus are randomly selected as the initial clustering
center and can be measured by the following
formula:

Cn � Xn,

n � 1, 2, . . . , N.
(1)

(2) Allocate Samples. Classify different samples to the
nearest centroid category, which may be calculated
using the following formula:

D Xm, Ck(  � min D Xq, Ck , q � 1, 2, 3, ..., Q Xm

∈ clust[k].
(2)

(3) Update Cluster Center. Select the centroid of different
class members as a new clustering center, and re-
distribute the samples based on the center until the
clustering center of each sample remains stable. (e
following formula is used to describe it:

Ck �
1

count(k)


clust[k]∈q
Xq, q � 1, 2, . . . , Q, k � 1, 2, . . . , K.

(3)

In the above formula, clust[k] represents the category
number.

3.1.2. Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) Clustering Algorithm. (e
fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm is widely used in pattern
recognition and image processing. Its essence is to iterate

and optimize the objective function to divide the set, which
is used to represent the degree that different pixels belong to
the corresponding type. (e corresponding C-means clus-
tering algorithm divides all pixels into a unique category
[32]. (e following is the clustering process:

(1) Initial Fuzzy Weight. (e value range of the initial
fuzzy weight is (0-1) and can be described using the
following equations:

wqk �
wqk


K
k�1 wqk

,

Wqk �
wqk


Q
k�1 wqk

.

(4)

(2) Fuzzy Weight and Sample Center. (e following
equation is used to calculate the cluster centers:

Ck � 

Q

q�1
Wqk ∗Xq. (5)

(e fuzzy weight is calculated by the following
formula:

wqk �
1/D2

qk 
1/p−1


K
r�1 1/D2

qk 
1/p−1. (6)

(e Euclidean distance between Xq and Xk is rep-
resented by Dqk � D(Xq, Xk).

(3) Allocate Samples to the Category Closest to the
Centroid. (e algorithm is consistent with the above
clustering algorithm. After continuous cycle con-
sistency, we can obtain a stable clustering center and
fuzzy weight:

3.2. Automatic Recognition and Extraction of English Verb
Patterns Based on Index Line Clustering. In this study, the
automatic recognition and extraction of English verb forms
are carried out based on index line clustering. (e research
period is realized by the following five processes:

(I) Prepare Data. Analyze the index line of core words
in the coded corpus. In order to ensure that the
meaning of English sentences is not changed, the
whole line of sentences is analyzed.

(II) Summarize the Language Features on the List of
English Verb Forms. (e eigenvalues are con-
structed based on the summarized linguistic fea-
tures of English verb forms, which mainly include
adjacent word combination, word item, semantic
category, part of speech, and grammatical category
labels.
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Figure 3: Cluster analysis process.
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(III) Transformational Language Features. (e language
information encoded in the index line is trans-
formed into the pattern coding on the feature set.

(IV) Calculate the Similarity between Index Rows and
Cluster Automatically. In this process, we need to
calculate the feature weight of English verb form,
calculate the feature position, generate the feature
index line matrix, calculate the similarity, and
automatically cluster the index lines.

(V) Automatic recognition and extraction of English
verb types by clustering index lines are shown in
Figure 4.

3.2.1. Create Validation Set. When establishing the vali-
dation set, the external validity of the model should be
evaluated, including recall rate and accuracy rate. In this
study, the verification set is a list of specific verb types based
on manual recognition and the corresponding index line
which are the examples of each type. (e node data and the
node word information of the verification set are listed in
Table 1.

3.2.2. Index Row Clustering. Index line clustering is to
gather feature item index lines with a strong similarity in a
group, which can reduce the difference of feature items in
the group and maximize the difference between groups. (e
K-means algorithm is efficient and simple and it is the most
used partition clustering algorithm at present. In this study,
the K-means algorithm is used to achieve the optimal
clustering results. During the application of this algorithm,
the problem of k-value selection and similarity measurement
should be taken into account.

(is study analyzes the automatic recognition and ex-
traction of English verb types based on index line clustering.
First, the feature weighted index line features are used to form
the feature index line matrix and then the Euclidean distance
algorithm is used to calculate the similarity between two index
lines to determine the index line grouping. (e clustering
algorithm is an unsupervised machine learning. (ere are a
large number of factors that affect the number of groups. To
analyze the internal structure of the dataset to clarify the
number of groups, this study uses the internal validity eval-
uation index of clustering to get the K value and adjusts three
basic parameters to achieve the purpose of overall optimal
clustering. First of all, the number of index row classification
groups (K value) is set and an interval (usually 5–30) is
delimited. (e other two parameters during the clustering
period are adjusted, which include the initial centroid iteration
times and index times, so as to obtain the optimum clustering
results. Finally, based on the internal validity evaluation index
of clustering, the “K” value curve and the sum of squares of
residuals are used to help select the “K” value, and then the
clustering index is carried out after the “K” value is defined.

3.2.3. Pattern Extraction Algorithm. English verb patterns
have three quantitative features. In this study, we use the
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Table 1: Validation set node word information.

Verb Type category quantity Index row
Admit 6 1065
Agree 5 210
Argue 7 285
Claim 6 1162
Lead 7 830
Tell 19 1420
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following three features to establish a model when extracting
English verb patterns:

(1) Type Typicality. A verb form has a wide range of
applications. By quantifying the typicality of form, it
is explained by using the proportion formed by this
form on forms with equal length. In the calculation
process, the ratio of the medium-sized option
probability in the dataset to the sum of the type
probability with equal length is used, that is, gravity
(Cx). (e following equation is used to describe it:

Gravity Cx(  �
P Cx( P


n
i�1 P Ci( 

. (7)

In the above formula, (Cx) represents the type can-
didate, P (Cx) represents the probability of (Cx) in the
dataset, and P (Ci) represents the sum of the proba-
bilities of all equal length type candidates in the dataset.

(1.1) Equal Length Pattern. (e equal length pattern
is the element in the pattern component se-
quence in the pattern candidate, and the
number distribution on the left and right sides
of the verb is the length of a pattern candidate.
(e following are some examples of sentence
analysis.

(a) She Would Lie Her Way Out of Trouble. PRP lie
way out of is the type candidate in this sentence,
the type element on the left is one, and the three
elements are way, out, and of. (e element on
the left side of the verb is one and there are
three elements on the right side. (e left 1 and
right 3 forms form the length of the form,
which is represented by 1v3. If the length of two
type candidates is the same, then it means that
the type is the same, which is explained by the
following example sentences.

(b) He Argued His Way Out of Tough Situations.
PRP argument way out of is a candidate for this
sentence type. According to the above defini-
tion, the length of this sentence type is 1v3,
while PRP argument way out of and PRP lie
way out of have the same length.

(2) Viscosity. It is used to indicate whether the affinity
and selectivity between the elements in the form are
strong or not. When studying the extraction of word
collocation, viscosity is used as the feature of word
collocation, so as to judge the collocation of words.
(e similarity between English type features and
word collocation features is high, so in this study, we
use a similar way to judge the nature of type ele-
ments. When calculating the extraction of English
verb forms, mutual information can be set as a
measurement method, as shown in the following
equation:

MI(X) � log
P(X)

P x1( P x2(  . . . P xi(  . . . P xn( 
 . (8)

(e above formula x � x1, x2, x3, . . . xn is a type
candidate, and a type element is represented by xi.

Finally, the differences in the use of forms are found in
verbs. By comparing multiple verb forms, we can judge
whether other verbs have the same type and whether they are
consistent in application frequency. In this study, we will
compare the application of interverb forms. Aiming at the
difference modeling, this research work uses the comparison
of the same types of multiple different verbs to judge the
differences between the types in the same type and selects the
proportion of other verbs with obvious differences in the same
type as an index to judge the differences of the verbs. Here, the
chi-square test is used to compare whether the difference of
the same form between the two verbs is significant. (e
following formula is used to calculate the chi-square test:

I Cx(  � x
2

� 
Oi,j − Ei,j 

2

Ei,j

. (9)

In the above formula, Ei,j represents the expected value,
Qi,j represents the observed value, and Cx represents the
type options. (e following tables are the two contingency
tables, in which Table 2 lists comparative contingency of
interverb forms and Table 3 lists the expected value con-
tingency of interverb type comparison.

When evaluating the internal typicality of verb types, the
harmonic average value is measured by the following
formula:

Cx �
2∗Gravity Cx( ∗MI Cx( 

Gravity Cx(  + MI Cx( 
. (10)

In the above formula, CX represents the type candidate.
(e current retrieval system uses formula (10) to calculate the
type ranking, which is regarded as the third quantitative
feature of the type and can be described as the observed value.
During the calculation of the above formula, the following
examples are selected to introduce. A dataset that contains
100 sentences is taken to explain verbs. (e verbs that have
three different forms are explained, which include A: v wh
clause, B: V about clause, and C: v for n.(e three forms used
are 10 times, 20 times, and 60 times, respectively. After
calculation, the weight value of type “A” is 60/100 (60/
100+ 20/100+ 10/100)� 0.67, and the weight result of type
“B” is 20/100 (60/100 + 20/100 + 10/100)� 0.22.

Table 2: Comparative contingency table of interverb forms.

Y� appear Y�not present
X� verb A O11 � a O21 � b R1 � a+ b
X� verb B O12 � c O22 � d R2 � c+ d

C1 � a+ c O2 � b+ d N

Table 3: Expected value contingency table of interverb type
comparison.

Y� appear Y� not present
X� verb A E11 � (a + b)(a + c)/N E21 � (a + b)(b + d)/N
X� verb B E12 � (c + d)(a + c)/N E22 � (c + d)(b + d)/N
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In this study, the list of English verb patterns is further
analyzed to establish the set of elements required for the pattern,
and then the language information on the index line is trans-
formed into pattern elements.(e index lines separated from the
same search words are analyzed by the clustering method, so as
to extract the common feature items on each group of index
lines to achieve the purpose of automatic recognition and ex-
traction of English verb patterns. (e process of index row
clustering and type extraction is shown in Figure 5.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Automatic Recognition of English Verb Patterns and
Analysis. In this study, we study the automatic recognition
and extraction of English verb types based on the index line
clustering algorithm. In order to test the automatic recognition
and extraction effect of this algorithm, the recall rate and
accuracy rate of themodel are selected as twomain parameters.
For the first time, the number of manual type label index lines
on the two classification verification sets is equal to that of
manual grouping, which is used to test the fit between the
automatic classification results of the model and the manual
classification results. In the second classification, according to
the validity evaluation in clustering, after identifying the K
value, it refers to the clustering analysis. Clustering is an
unsupervised machine learning, in which the number of
classifications is not clear. (erefore, the second classification
verification set can test the model in the selection of K value.

(e manual type and automatic type labels index lines fre-
quency, recall rate, and accuracy, which are listed in Table 4.

According to the data in Table 4, the average accuracy of
automatic recognition of clustering type of six test English verb
index lines in the first classification results on the index line is
91.01%, which indicates that the index effect is good. (e
accuracy of the six English verb cluster type recognition is in
the range of 85.3% to 97.2%. According to the data, the
commonwords in English verbs andwords with low frequency
are more suitable. Analyzing the results of the second classi-
fication, the average accuracy of the six English verb indexes is
95.99%, which is 4.98% higher than that of the first classifi-
cation. After the second classification experiment, the number
of index groups of each English verb is significantly higher than
that of manual classification. By analyzing the automatic
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Figure 5: Index line clustering and type extraction process.

Table 4: Coincidence frequency, recall rate, and accuracy of manual and automatic type labels.

Lexical
items

Total frequency of index
rows

First classification result Second classification result

Frequency Group Accuracy
(%)

Recall
(%) Frequency Group Accuracy

(%)
Recall
(%)

Admit 1065 1000 7 94.2 100 1033 10 97.1 100
Agree 210 179 4 85.3 100 206 9 98.12 100
Argue 685 600 6 87.6 100 640 8 93.5 100
Claim 1161 1125 5 97.2 100 1135 21 97.8 100
Lead 830 772 6 92.9 100 789 11 95.1 100
Tell 1420 1268 18 89.3 100 1337 34 94.3 100
Mean value 91.01 100 95.99% 100%
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Figure 6: Accuracy of first classification.
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recognition and extraction results of the second classification of
English verb forms, it can be obtained that most of the sub-
classes of English verb forms can be recognized accurately.

Figure 6 shows the accuracy rate of the first classification and
Figure 7 shows the accuracy rate of the second classification.

4.2.Analysis of EnglishVerbPatternExtraction. We select 42
English verbs for analysis and listed the extracted number
of English verb forms (Table 5). In this study, take English
verbs are selected as examples to describe the pattern
extraction results. (ere are 20 different patterns of take,
which are analyzed according to the occurrence proba-
bility of each pattern. (e experimental results are shown
in Figure 8.

5. Conclusion

With the rapid development of globalization, the im-
portance of English is gradually increasing. (ere are a
large number of verb patterns in the process of English
learning and teaching. (e inefficiency and difficulty of
English verb patterns teaching make it almost impossible
for students to learn English verb patterns in a better way.
(is study uses the index row clustering method to
simulate the manual interpretation of indexed rows and
computes the automatic classification of indexed rows
based on similarity to complete the automatic recognition
and extraction of English verb patterns. (is study first
focuses on the clustering index algorithm including the
C-means clustering algorithm and fuzzy C-means clus-
tering algorithm, then describes in detail the automatic
recognition and extraction process of English verbs based
on index line clustering, and creates a verification set and
completes the index line clustering of English verbs. (e
use of the clustering-based index rows method has
completely changed the traditional manual interpretation
of automatic recognition and extraction of index rows.

Table 5: Pattern extraction results of 42 English verbs.

Verb Type and quantity
Take 284
Do 212
Go 192
Make 191
Tell 181
Ask 163
Call 133
Bring 129
Know 122
Use 119
Spend 115
Rise 107
Put 103
Want 64
Join 63
Add 62
Need 59
Lose 58
Show 58
Meet 58
Hear 57
Feel 56
Send 56
Lead 55
Increase 55
Run 52
Follow 43
Set 43
Try 42
Involve 42
Speak 40
Decide 39
Play 39
Base 39
Build 39
Learn 39
Remain 36
End 36
Support 35

Distribution proportion
of take verb forms (%)

n take look
pron take n of
pl-n take pl-n
wh-clause take
n take n to-n
you take n
n take care of
n take advanta
i take n
other

n take n
pron take n
pl-n take n
n take pl-n
prop n take n
n take n of-n
n take place
we take n
he take n
take n to-inf
pron take pl-n

Figure 8: Pattern distribution of verbs.

Accuracy of the second classification results
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Figure 7: Accuracy of the second classification.
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(e number of index rows and the differences between
rows have a direct impact on the number of index rows in
clustering groups. (e experimental results show that the
average accuracy of automatic recognition and extraction
of English verb patterns based on index row clustering is
95.99%, which is 4.98% higher than the method of manual
classification.

Data Availability

(e experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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